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What is gender-affirming care?

• “health care that holistically attends to transgender 

people's physical, mental, and social health needs 

and well-being while respectfully affirming their 

gender identity”



What is a systematic review and meta 
ethnography?

• “meta-ethnography is a method that allows 
synthesizing qualitative studies in order to achieve 
a new conceptual understanding of a particular 
phenomenon in a systematic (step by step) 
manner.”



What youth and why?

• There is a lack of research on youths experience 

when it comes to accessing gender care. 

• Youth is categorised at 12-24 incorporating young 

adults as relevant in this sample



1. to systematically search, retrieve, and 
appraise the qualitative empirical literature 
on the experiences of young transgender 
and non-binary youth accessing healthcare.

2. to construct a new line of 
argument/conceptual model based on this 
literature

3. to synthesize and discuss the results 
through the lens of both this new conceptual 
model and Ryvicker’s existing model of 
behavioural ecological perspective.



• Methods:

• A meta-ethnography and synthesis as detailed by Noblit and Hare
was performed. The seven-stage method was employed to collate 
data and work towards the generation of new understanding. 

• The project was registered on Prospero | (Registration number: 
CRD42020139908). 

• A systematic search was completed across four databases: 
PsycINFO, CINAHL, EMBASE, and MEDLINE. 

• Quality Appraisal:

• The quality of studies chosen for inclusion was assessed using the 
Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) checklist. This is a 
checklist specifically designed for the appraisal of qualitative 
research.



Data extraction and data synthesis

Phase one titled “getting started” relates to assessing if the 

qualitative synthesis is needed, assessing if you have the right 

people involved, and is there a clear research aim. 

There is a dearth of qualitative reviews in this area and the 

research team involves a strong cohort of researchers from 

different backgrounds with expertise in this field as well as 

clinicians and specialist nurses who work in the area of gender 

healthcare.



• The second phase “deciding what is relevant” involves creating 

a search strategy, inclusion and exclusion criteria, deciding an 

appraisal tool, and implementing the search strategy and 

quality check. This was completed by SK and KN.



• Phase three involved “reading the studies” and identifying first 

order and second-order constructs. The studies were 

repeatedly read by SK and KN and data uploaded to the 

qualitative software package NVivo v11 for coding. The data 

uploaded consisted of all direct participant quotes from the 

publications reviewed.



• In phase four “how are the studies related”, a grid of concepts 

was made from the chosen studies extracts. Each study was 

reviewed and concepts were identified and juxtaposed to each 

other. This phase forms the initial assumptions.



• In phase five, “translating the studies”, the themes that arose 

across the studies are constantly compared within each other 

and across accounts from participants.



• Phase six involved “synthesising translations”, in this phase a 

line of argument and a new model was constructed. The line of 

argument reveals hidden meaning as a whole and is greater 

than the sum of any one study alone. 

• The last phase is “expressing the synthesis” and this was done 

by comprehensively writing up the results for dissemination.



• Stages 4–6 were completed by SK and both reviewers KN and 

DOS were available as reviewers throughout the process. 

Referenced in the finding section is an example of construction 

of third-order constructs from first order constructs for a set 

theme.



Synthesis

The research team identified 141 first-and second-order constructs 
across the studies, which were then interpreted into third order 
constructs contextualised into five dimensions: 

1. Disclosure of gender identity; 

2. The pursuit of care; 

3. The cost of care;  

4. Complex family/caregiver dynamics 

5. Patient-Provider Relationships. 



Results

1737 studies were identified 
after applying a rigorous 
search strategy (see Prisma 
diagram). 

10 studies were eligible for 
the final analysis.



Characteristics of included articles:

• Six studies were conducted in the United States of America, two studies 
were conducted in Canada, one study was Australian, and one study was 
conducted in the UK. 

• Eight out of ten studies were undertaken in the last 5 years. 
• 188 young people and 108 parents were included in the final analysis. 

Inclusion/Exclusion:
• Studies were included if they were a primary study that was qualitative in 

nature with a transgender/non-binary population. 
• Mixed methods were included only where qualitative direct quotes could be 

extracted in isolation. 
• Sample age needed to be between 12 -24 years old.  
• Studies were excluded if purely quantitative or sample age was not clearly 

defined. 
• Only trans-specific studies were chosen.
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Implication for research and clinical 
trials

• Further research needed into healthcare access in Europe, and 

specifically Ireland 

• Further robust RCT evidence needed on endocrine 

interventions for youth

• Consideration into how to integrate trans patients into clinical 

trials that are often inherently gendered




